
Autumn Winter 2021 
1st Drop



Cut from brocade fabric, slight puffy shape.
V neckline, single pearl with gold rims button 
at the cuffs.



Broderie anglaise cotton dress 
with mother of pearl buttons and 
frill details, flared out shape with 
bell shape sleeves and sit above 
knees length. 



Two separate pieces made this forever 
dress set, knitted vest with frill sides 
pull over, with a bell sleeves cotton 
empire line dress under, can be worn 
together or separately.



Two separate pieces made this forever 
dress set, knitted vest with frill sides pull 
over, with a bell sleeves cotton empire 
line dress under, can be worn together or 
separately.



This blazer dress is 
patterned with tonal-brown 
houndstooth checks. 
Double breasted with pearl 
gold rim buttons. Can be 
worn as dress or jacket. 
Pintuck and ruched sleeves.



Soft faux leather dress, cinched in 
the waist, pearl buttons with crystal 
rims, Can be worn as dress or 
jacket.



Pleated dress with mock vest 
in soft faux leather. Two 
shoulder straps attached to 
the vest, pleated bell sleeves.



Heart shaped collar line dress 
made with brocade fabric, tie 
up at the back, elasticated 
gatherings on shoulders and 
lower back.



Printed viscose dress with waist 
drawstring, handkerchief hemline, 
buttons  from top to bottom.



Poplin dress comes with belted vest, 
can be worn on its own or as a set.
asymmetric hemline 



Fitted Sweater dress with pleated 
inserts on both side. 



Knitted dress with printed fabric insert,  
side pockets with extra volume at the 

skirt 



Ribbed Knitted midi dress with side 
slit, self tie at the back, scoop back 
opening. 



Broderie anglaise cotton shirt 
with contrasting details. Mother 
of pearl buttons, bishop sleeves 
and buttoned cuffs.



Square neckline top in intricate 
brocade fabric. Puff sleeves with 
bishop cuff. Peplum waist and 
pearl buttons all the way down.



Jumper wind-jacket hybrid. Half 
jersey half woven. Hoodie with 
elastic cords. Ruffle details on 
front and center back. Hip length.
.



Loose fitted long top. Contrasting 
panels in center of body. 2/3 sleeve 
length with loose cuffs. Above knee 
length. Half cotton half jersey fabric.



Loose fitted cotton and jersey 
paneled top. Drawstring detailing 
on chest for adjustment of 
volume. Crew neckline. Long 
sleeved.



Oversized relaxed shirt with 
drawstring element in back 
creating a lovely peek-a-boo 
moment. Button opening in front 
with chest pocket and shirt collar.



Ribbed cotton jumper with 
attached scarf in neck. Loose fitted 
style with crew neck and full 
opening in back. Can be worn both 
ways.



Midi skirt in delicate brocade fabric 
with flared fit. Flounce at skirt. 
Elastic waistband. Slightly puffy shape. 
( knitted wool jumper is available in next drop)



Cropped suit jacket 
with belt element to 
wrap around waist. 
Lightweight fabric. 
Slim fitted. Straight 
sleeves

Woven A-line mini skirt with 
decorative buttons. Concealed 
zipper at side seam. 



Blouse with double peter pan 
collar. Loose fit with 
drawstring details on sleeve 
for adjustment. Tonal 
buttons. Hip length.

Sania

Multicolored tweed vest. 
Luminous metallic thread 
accentuating the decorative 
pearl details. Straight fit with 
V-neck. Flap pockets at chest 
and two patch pockets on 
waist.



Vintage inspired tweed jacket with 
metallic threads. Flap pockets at 
chest and two patch pockets on 
waist. Decorative pearl and metal 
details. Braided piping elements. 
Long sleeves. Hip length. Also 
available in matching shorts 



Suit jacket hybrid. Top part consists 
of a standard suit jacket while 
bottom half consist of a wind 
jacket material. Has both zipper 
and button closing

Lightweight trouser with wide leg 
and high waist. Concealed zipper 
at side seam.  



Suit jacket hybrid. Top part consists 
of a standard suit jacket while 
bottom half consist of a wind 
jacket material. Has both zipper 
and button closing



Classic trench coat with a feminine 
smocked waist. Single breasted 
with welt pockets. Belted cuffs. 
Midi length.



Classic trench coat contrasting 
piping outlining the coat and cuff 
straps. Double breasted with 
buttons. Tonal belt. Midi length



Victorian inspired trench coat. 
Large ruffled collar and cuff 
details. Double breasted with 
buttons. Tonal belt in waist. 



Double-faced wool mix coat. 
Under knee length. Slits at side 
seam. Straight fit. Welt pockets. 
Tonal double-faced wool scarf.
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Fall Winter 2021 
2nd  Drop



Puff sleeves wrap up dress made with 
silky fabric



Puff sleeves wrap up dress made with silky fabric



A two in one shirt dress with mother of pearl buttons 
Pleated bottom half skirt



Textured Printed fabric with key hole
back closure. Slight gather at the chest. 
the sleeves of will be smocked, not 
shown on the pictures



Peter pan collar dress with tired skirt part 
Mother of pearl buttons closure



Textured printed fabric with tie 
up front detail. Square neckline 



Peter pan collar dress with 
tired skirt 
Mother of pearl buttons 
closure.



Tweed Jacket with front pockets and oversized 
collar

Prince of wales print skirt with two decoctive flaps with 
Diamanté buttons



Frill trimmed soft knitted cardigan 
with Pearl buttons



Collared Jacket made with waffle tweed fabric with 
shimmy hue, two Flapped pockets. 



Tweed Jacket with front pockets and 
oversized collar and Pleated Tweed skirt 
with side zip closure.



Pleated Tweed skirt
with side zip closure.

Victorian style blouse with tie
up front and elasticated cuffs.



Victorian style blouse with front tie up and 
elasticated cuffs Faux leather high waisted trousers



Peter Pan collar shirt with decoctive
pearl cluster buttons 

Dogtooth wool touch 
fabric with two front 
pockets decocted with 
pearl buttons.
Trimmed with faux 
leather.





Balloon sleeves blouse made with waffle 
fabric with shimmy hues. Semira Blouse Faux leather skirt with buttons and pockets 



High neck Victorian blouse 
with gold trimmed pearl buttons 

Prince of wales print skirt with two decoctive 
flaps with Diamanté buttons



Causal Jacket with underlay and double cuffs 
that are made in medium weight shirting fabric.



Drawstring trousers with side pockets, 
jacket with shirt cuffs.



Oversized collar cardigan with tortoiseshell buttons 
Drawstring trousers with side pockets



Wool feel fabric Jacket with Front and side 
pockets embellished with decoctive buttons
Dogtooth wool feel fabric with two front pockets 
decocted with pearl buttons. Trimmed with faux 
leather.



V neck Jumper with Structured tulles 
Orissa Jumper and Dog  Tooth mini skirt.



Causal Jacket with Faux leather collar and double cuffs 
Collars can be styled in both asymmetric & symmetric 
ways, decorative buttons at the cuffs.



Dressy Jacket with ruffle front. 
Pearl buttons. 

Wide legged trouser with 
gathered front and side pockets 



Hybrid shirt attached with V neck 
knitted vest.  



A Hybrid jumper with dipped back made with 
shirting fabric.



Pearl and diamanté Embellished Oversized cardigan Andrott Tulle Skirt with side pockets



Faux leather high waisted trousers
Pearl and diamanté Embellished Oversized cardigan



Multi-coloured jacket with cream base in 
Viscose and pearl details maxi buttons.



Colson Cardigan  with Pearl embellishments
And decorative multi shaped buttons



Colson Cardigan  with Pearl embellishments
And decorative multi shaped buttons



Faux leather skirt with buttons and pockets V neck Jumper with frilled cuffs and hems. 



V neck Jumper with frilled cuffs and hems. 



Oversized Jumper with slash and bow ties.



A new version of our best selling Moda coat, made with 
reversible double faced wool, Belted and pockets at both 
sides



A new version of our best selling Moda coat, made with double 
faced wool, no lining, Belted and with side pockets



A new version of our best selling Moda coat, 
made with double faced wool, no lining, 
Belted and with side pockets



Double breasted blazer coat with elevated Pockets 
details, double faced wool with no lining.



Faux Leather Jacket  with Mother of pearl buttons, 



Faux leather high waisted trousers

Double breasted belted coat, double faced 
wool with no lining.



Sequins Quilted puff jacket with zip and popper 
closure.
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